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An InteractiveMaterialPlanningand GontrolSystem for ManufacturingCompanies, by
Nancy C. Federmanand Robert M. Steiner Complex manufacturingoperationsare aided
by this softwarepackage, which is fully supported by HP even after the user modifies it.
A Novel Approach to Computer Application System Design and lmplementation,by
Loretta E. Winston The Application Customizer helps designers construct generalized
applicationsyslems and gives users fools to tailor these systems to their own needs.
Automating Application System Operation and Control, by Barry D. Kurtz TheApplication Monitorschedu/es. initiates.and controlsall interactiveand backoround activitiesin an
application sysfern.
Precision DVM Has Wide Dynamic Range and High Systems Speed, by Lawrence T.
Jones, James J. Ressmeyer,and CharlesA. Clark Many bench and systemvoltage and
reslslance measurementsare made easierby this versatiledigital voltmeter.

In this Issue:
Withoutcomputers,much of our modernsocietywould cease to function.Most of us
wouldn'treceiveour paychecks-or bills,for that matter-and governmentsand corporations
wouldchokeon the vast amountof informationthey must processto survive.
Foreveryapplication
in whicha computeris effective,a programmer
or groupof programmers has had to write an applicationprogram,a detailedset of instructionsthat tells the
computerhowto handleeveryconceivablesituation.Theseprogramsare alsocalledapplication softwarepackagesor applicationsystems.The subject of this month'scover and the
articleon page3 is an application
systemthatrunson an HP3000Computer.CalledMaterials
ManagemenV3000,
it'sdesignedto helpmanufacturers
improveproductivity
as theydealwiththe challenges
of
cost pressures,shipmentschedules,and productionlineefficiency.For example,this systemhelpsoptimizea
company'sinvestment
in inventory-toolittleleadsto lateshipmentsand unhappycustomers;too
muchmeans
highercarryingcostsand moneytied up unproductively.
Althoughmore and more businessoperationsare being put under the controlof computerapplication
systems,installing
thesesystemsisn'talwaysa routinejob. All too commonare storiesof how this firmor that
has installeda computerand then gone back to a manualsystem after monthsof frustration.Eitherthe
applicationsystemwas badlydesigned,or it couldn'tbe adaptedto a particularfirm'soperations,
or the using
firm found that it neededa staff of programmersto modifythe systemand maintainit on a day-to-daybasis.In
many cases the costs can exceed the benefits.
MaterialsManagemenV3000
is innovative
becauseit'sdesignedto be tailoredeasilyto a particular
company's
operationswithouta staffof computerprofessionals.What's more,afterthe system is customizedby the using
manufacturer,
HP can and willcontinueto maintainand supportit. This is possiblebecausethe basicprogram
instructionsare keptseparatefromthe customizableparts,so theydon'tchangewhenthe systemis customized.
Two specialsoftwareutilitiescalledthe ApplicationCustomizer(page 13) and the ApplicationMonitor(page
19)are largelyresponsible
for thesebenefits.They'repartsof MaterialsManagemenV3000,
and they'llalsobe
used by HP designersto createnew applicationsystemsto help companiesoperatemore productively.
On page23 you'llfindan articleabouta new high-performance
digitalvoltmeter,Model34564.lt'scharacterisprecisevoltagemeasurements,
tic of digitalvoltmeters
thattheytakea longtimewhenthey'remakingrelatively
say six digits,but they'remuch fasteron less precisemeasurements,
say three or four digits.The 3456A's
designershavedevelopeda new measurement
techniquethatgivesmoreprecisionin lesstimethan previous
designs.They'vegivenit a name-Multi-Slopell. lt'llgiveyou 330 four-digitreadingsper secondor 48 six-digit
readingsper second.The 34564 is accurateenoughto be considereda transferstandard,with accuracy
traceableto the UnitedStatesNationalBureauof Standards.But it's not just a laboratoryinstrument,
it's also
designedfor use in automaticcomputer-controlled
systems.lt can accept,remember,and executea measurement programloadedinto it by a computerand signalthe computerwhen it's readywith the result.Thereare
manyothernicefeaturesin the 34564,suchas the abilityto take measurements
froma thermistorand display
temperatures
in degrees,and compensation
forvoltageoffsetsin resistance
measurements.
Readthe articlefor
the full designstory.
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An InteractiveMaterialPlanningand
ControlSystemfor Manufacturing
Gompanies
Drawingon HP'sown experience,thispowerfulsoftware
for the HP 3000Computermakesit easierto deal withthe
company.
complexities
of operatinga manufacturing
by NancyC. Federmanand Robert M. Steiner
Let's
O YOU WANT TO BE AN ENTREPRENEUR.
assume that you have already invented that hot
item and you have procured sufficient venture
capital. Do you really know what is involved in manufacturing a product? The first step is to specify the engineering data. What is the structure of the product? You need to
determine the parts and subassemblies that go into the
product and the quantities of each required per unit.
Which of these components will you manufacture? Which
will you subcontract to other manufacturing companies,
and which will you purchase?
Now that you have some of the engineering specifications
the next step is to determine the manufacturing procedure.
How is the product to be made? You will need to decide the
manufacturing operations necessary to construct the product and then specify the locations in your shop where the
work will be done (i.e., the workstations). The sequence of
these production steps, called the routing, plus the labor
and material required in each operation, must be detailed.
The product is specified and the manufacturing plant and
process are established. You are now ready to begin production. How many products should you build? You need to
consider customer demand, current and forecast, as well as
the capacity constraints of the factory. Once your production plan is established you need to determine your material
requirements. How many component parts do you need to
meet your production schedule? You also need to determine the schedule of production for the manufactured
components. When do the purchased parts have to be ordered? You need to balance the desire to have components
always available with the economic necessity of keeping
inventory levels as low as possible.
Controls are needed to monitor the flow of materials in
the stockroom and on the factory floor. When do the component parts need to be issued to the production lines and
what quantities are required? You will want to monitor the
shop floor and track the work in process. How much material is wasted? How efficient is your work force? When the
products are finally completed you need to keep them in a
finished goods inventory and track their sales.
Finally, you will be concerned with calculating the
costs-labor, material and overhead. The production costs
will help you decide your pricing policies and determine
your profitability.

From this brief and simplistic overview of a manufacturing operation it should be clear that there are many intricate
relationships to deal with. Effective and efficient management of a manufacturing operation is difficult to achieve,
and many neighborhood businesses as well as sophisticated manufacturing companies are turning to computers
for help.

MaterialsManagement/3000
Hewlett-Packard is among the vendors providing application systems for manufacturing management-a manufacturing company offering a solution to the problems of
manufacturing companies. Materials Management/3000 is
an interactive material requirements planning and control
system designed to make it easier to deal with the complexities of operating a manufacturing company. It is
primarily designed for manufacturers who build standard
products to stock in discrete manufacturing steps (fabricators and assemblers).These companies have a significant investment in inventory. Materials Management/
3000 can help them balance their inventory levels with
customer demands for timely shipments to optimize their
dollar investments.
The complexity of the manufacturing environment can
also be seen in the internal complexity of the software
product that provides solutions to manufacturing problems. Materials Management/3O00consists of over 400,000
lines of SPL* code which make up 161 transactions using
nine data bases. There are 291 screens, both transaction
screens and menu screens. There are also 168 batch programs. The application data bases and screens can be customized by the user. Materials Management/300O operates
on any of the HP 3000 family of computers and uses the
26XX family of terminals. The system uses HP's IMAGE data
base management system and V/3000 screen handler.
Materials Management/3000 consists of ten major modules (see Fig. 1):
r Master Production Scheduling: MPS is an on-line management planning and production scheduling tool. It is
used by the master scheduler to generate a production
schedule for the plant's marketable products and to set
the mix for the product options. Input to the module
includes current customer orders. forecast customer or*SPL is the HP 3000 SystemsProgrammingLanguage.
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Fig. 1. MaterialsManagementl
3000 conslstsof ten majormodu/es. /t ls primarily designed for
manufacturerswhobuildstandard
productsin discretemanufactur/ng sleps.
ders, the current production schedule, and the current
level of product inventory. The output of the MPS calculations is called the master production schedule. This
schedule contains suggestedmanufacturing orders including quantities and starting dates. The schedule is
then input to the Materials Requirements Planning
(MRP)module to plan the manufactureand purchaseof
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the required component parts. MPS also includes a
"what if" simulation capability which allows the user to
generatetentativeschedulesand view the impact of modifications on the cuuent schedule (Fig. 2).
r Rough Cut Resource Planning: Rough Cut Resource
Planning (RRP)is a managementtool used by the master
schedulerto help produce a realistic masterscheduleby
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Fig. 2. Ihls is a sample report
trom the Master Production
Scheduling module. lt compares
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and purchaseordersand suggestnew ordersasnecessary
to meet the demand. MRP is a regenerativesystem; a
complete material plan is generatedevery time MRP is
run (Fig. a).
Partsand Bills of Material: This module provides on-line
maintenanceof engineering,accounting, and planning
information about each part and product, and information on how the parts relate to one another to form the
product structure (bill of material). Responsibility for
maintaining this data will norrnally be shared among
several departments-accounting, engineering specifications, and planning. Part and structure data can be
reviewed on-line or through printed reports. The part
and structuredata is used by many of the other modules
in MaterialsManagement/3000,
including MPS and MRP
( F i g .5 ) .
Routings and Workcenters:The bill of material defines
the parts and subassembliesthat go into a product but
doesn't document how the various componentsare assembled,The Routings and Workcentersmodule maintains information that describesthe locations where the

comparingthe resourcesneededto implement the master
schedule with the available critical resources.The user
specifiesthe critical resourcerequirementsfor eachmaster scheduleproduct and the maximum capacityof these
resources.Examplesof critical resourcesare labor hours,
floor space, investment in work-in-process inventory,
and material supplies. The RRP reports highlight the
capacityconstraintsand help the user resolvecompeting
demandsfor critical resources.An on-line RRPreport can
alsobe used to help evaluatesimulated masterschedules
by comparing their resource requirements to the requirementsof the current schedule(Fig. 3).
r Material Requirements Planning: MRP simulates the
complex flow of materialsrequired to manufactureproducts and generatesa material plan. MRP planning starts
with up-to-date information about current inventory
Ievels and the planned production requirements.Using
part and bill-of-material information the material requirements for each part are calculated.The plan starts
with the highest-levelassembliesand proceedsthrough
the lowest-levelparts.MRP will reschedulecurrent work
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Fig. 4. A sample action report
'produced by the Material Be'
quirements Planning module.
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Fig.5. A sample on-linereviewof the billof materialfora part.
products are made (workcenters) and the proper sequence of manufacturing steps (routings). This information is used to generate cost information for the Standard
Product Cost module, and to help develop detailed production schedules. Responsibility for this data usually
resides with manufacturing specifications personnel.
r Standard Product Cost: SPC provides manufacturers
with the capability of accurately calculating the standard
costs associated with the manufacture of each product.
All current cost information may be edited and reviewed
on-line. The standard cost of a product is determined by
accumulating all relevant material, labor, and overhead
costs for the components of the product as well as the
costs associated with the construction of the finished
product. These standards can be used to determine product pricing and profitability. Marketing personnel and
the material manager use this data.
r Material Issues and Receipts: This module helps control
stockroom inventory by maintaining timely and accurate
records of all actions that affect inventory balances. The
data includes receipts of work orders or purchase orders,
material issues from stock to a particular work order,
filling ofa back order, or an unplanned issue. All record
keeping and updating is done on-line and a record of all
inventory activity is kept on-line for a user-specified
period of time as an audit trail (Fig. 6). Stock room personnel are the primary users of this system.
r Inventory Balance Management: The Inventory Balance
Management module maintains information about inventory balances and the warehouse locations where the
inventory is stored. The current inventory status can be
affected by three types of transactions: material movement, inventory counts, and stock adjustments. All three
types of transactions will trigger an immediate update of
the inventory counts as well as create an audit trail record. AII updates are done automatically in an on-line
mode. Current inventory balance data from this module
is used by MPS and MRP to determine the next master
schedule and the next material plan. All activity that
affects inventory status can be reviewed on-line. An inventory value report is also available. Materials
Management/3000 also allows for multiple stock locations; a separate on-hand balance can be maintained for
each stock location in each warehouse. This system also
helps with the counting of inventory, which is periodically used to verify inventory totals.
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r Work Order Control: A work order is an internal factory
authorization to build a specified quantity of a particular
subassembly by a specified date. AII work orders require
the issue of on-hand inventory for their completion. Prior
reservation of on-hand inventory is the best method of
preventing shortages at the time of issue. Allocation, or
logical reservation of on-hand inventory helps predict
and prevent these shortages. The timely notification of
exceptions to the material plan can allow corrective action before the results become disastrous. The outputs of
this tracking system are reports noting exception conditions. The materials manager can act on these reports.
The actual issuing of parts and work orders, and the
actual receipt of finished products is accomplished using
the Material Issues and Receipts module. MRP is a prime
user of information from this system.
r Purchase Order Tracking: A purchase order represents a
scheduled receipt for purchased items. Entering a purchase order requires the entry of more information than
that required on a work order-for example, vendor information, shipping information, and price information.
It is also possible to group multiple delivery dates and/or
multiple parts on the same purchase order. The Purchase
Order Tracking module monitors these scheduled receipts and maintains vendor information. Users can get a
report on current orders for a particular vendor or the
value of outstanding purchases by scheduled receipt
date. The purchasing department and the materials manager normally use this module.
What distinguishes Materials Management/3000 from
other materials management systems is not just its features
but the design and implementation philosophy behind it.
This philosophy evolved from previous experience with
application systems, a knowledge of the competitive situation, and first-hand experience with manufacturing company operations. .The design philosophy can be summarized as providing a functionally complete solution that
fits the business practices of the user, is friendly and easy to
use, and is supportable by HP. As the philosophy evolved
into more concrete design goals the project team realized
that certain functional capabilities were required but were
unavailable in the current set of tools provided on the HP
3000. The team realized that it was not possible to anticipate all the detailed and distinctive capabilities peculiar to
any particular customer. The implementation strategy was
to include standard and accepted functions in the program
code and provide software tools to allow customers to tailor
the system to fit their own requirements. The application
designers thus precipitated the development of the required
new tools, the Application Customizer and the Application
Monitor described in the articles on pages 13 and 19.
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Fig.6. An on-linerecord of inventoryactivityproduced by the
Material /ssues and Bece4:ts Module.

Design Principles
The development of Materials Management/3000 was
guided by a set of design principles that can be grouped into
four categories: contribution, simplicity, versatility, and
supportability.
Contribution. All product teams strive to meet HP corporate
goals by producing products that are contributions in the
marketplace and provide lasting value to the customer.
Materials Management/3000 was designed to provide a conwith
tribution unusual in the industry--customizability
full vendor support. With other application system products, customers must face the dilemma of accepting a standard package and adjusting their business practices, or
modifying the application source code to better suit their
businesses and losing the support and enhancements available from the vendor (or paying extra for it). Materials
Management/3OOOeliminates the need to choose between
function and support. The user can customize the application system without jeopardizing the ability to get full support from HP and to receive factory enhancements and
upgrades.
Simplicity. Materials ManagemenU30O0 embodies simple
sophistication. The product provides a full set of functions,
yet is friendly and easy to use. It represents a major step
towards producing a manufacturing application system that
requires no data processing staff and assumes the user has no
knowledge of computers.
The user interacts with the product using functional terminology, not computerese. Materials Management/3000 is
menu-driven-the
user simply selects the desired function
from a list of choices. On-line help screens assist the novice
user in stepping through the functions. User-oriented
documentation, organized by functional area, is provided.
Skilled users are not frustrated, however, since they can
traverse the screen hierarchies at will simply by entering the
name of the desired screen in the command window, a special input field for control functions. They can even restructure the entire screen sequence to better correspond to their
operations.
The application control functions are automated (e.g., initiating batch jobs). Instead of the MPE operating system, the
user can interact with a monitor that is optimized for noncomputer professionals.
Supportability. A major design goal was to develop a product that could be tailored by the user and still be supported
by HP. This goal was achieved by separating the application
code, which contains the standard product, from the
parameters that characterize each particular instance of the
application. The parameters are maintained in tables by the
Application Customizer. This design allows the user to
alter the application without modifying the application
code. All customers, then, have the same program code
installed, so HP has only one version of the product to
support, regardless of how different each installation may
appear.
Versatility. Materials Management/30O0 was designed to
have functional generality. It can be tailored to fit each
installation. Users can specify the parameters that characterize their business practices, such as the order policy and
the length of the planning horizon, and can specify the
parameters that indicate how they will implement the com-

puter solution: the terminal configuration, user passwords,
and capabilities. Customers can also modify the face the
application presents to the user. Field labels, screen names,
screen contents, even the screen sequence can be modified,
and the user can add fields to screens and data bases. The
product is also versatile enough to allow customers to use
the product as installed, without requiring customization.
This versatility implies that the application will be easy to
use for the novice, yet rich and sophisticated enough for the
mature user.

lmplementation
After determining the design goals for Materials
ManagemenU3000, the design team turned to the problem
of implementing an application that would meet the criteria
established during the design phase, yet would be efficient
enough to provide good response time during heavy use.
Some of the tools were already available. IMAGE/3000, the
data-base subsystem, eliminates data redundancy and resulting maintenance problems. V/3000, the forms data entry
subsystem, made it easy to design and implement a
friendly, consistent user interface. The MPE message system provides a facility for creating customizable report
headings and user error messages.
To meet the ease-of-use objectives it was necessary to
develop two more tools, the Application Customizer (page
13) and the Application Monitor (page 19). The Customizer
provides a method for the customer to tailor Materials
Management/3000 to fit an individual environment, and the
Monitor automates many of the day-to-day administrative
functions usually performed by an operations staff. The
Monitor accomplishes its function by starting and stopping
terminals at predetermined times and scheduling
background jobs such as MRP to be run on a regular basis.
System security is controllable because users may not use
the application (i.e., Materials Management/3000) unless
the system administrator has instructed the Monitor to start
the application on a specific terminal. The Monitor also
includes review capability of application-generated error
messagesand other system activity, such as the background
job schedule or cunent terminal activity. To the application
program, the Monitor provides many services normally associated with operating systems.The application programs
may request services such as process initiation, interprocess communication, and resource allocation for on-line
terminals and printers. The application designer can concentrate on solving application-oriented problems and call
on the Monitor to provide other functions that are necessary
but not directly involved with materials management functions.
The key component of a customizable application is the
application data dictionary, which serves as a repository for
application-dependent information such as data item
characteristics, data base schemas, V/3000 form descriptions, security passwords, terminal configurations and
background job schedules. The Application Customizer
was designed to maintain the data dictionary, and it performs two major functions. The first is a facility for customers to alter or customize the application system using a
simple menu-driven fill-in-the-blanks sequence of forms.
Since this is the oart of the Customizer most visible to the
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customer,the bulk of the design effort went into making
customizationfunctions simple and easyto understandby
nonprogrammers. The second function performed by the
Customizer is to transform the information present in the
application data dictionary from data structures suitable for
efficient on-line update to structures suitable for run-time
accessby the application programs.Thesehansformeddata
structures,collectively known as the run-time application
data dictionary, are used by the application programs to
determine the values of all customizableparametersin the
system.
Fig. 7 shows how the Customizer,the Monitor, IMAGE/
3000, V/3000 and the application software interact.
Design Methods
The restof this article describessomeof the methodsused
by the designersof Materials Management/3O00
to design
programs that can operate efficiently in a customizable
environment.BecauseMaterialsManagement/3000is a customizable application, the customer has the ability to
changemany of the characteristicsof the systemby modifying items in the application data dictionary, rather than
using the time-consuming and error-prone traditional
method of modifying sourcecodeand compiling programs.
Designing customizable applications is therefore complicatedby the fact that many assumptionstraditionally made
by application programmersare not true, Customersmay
modify data item characteristics,add and delete items,
modify the on-line user interface, and define additional
processing.
Changing Data ltem Characteristics
An assumptiontraditionally made is that oncea dataitem
is defined, its characteristics will not change. In a customizable environment that assumption is no longer valid.
Becauseit is possible for the customer to alter the length,
type and precisionofany field, the application programhas
no idea what the characteristics of fields will be until the
program is executing. For example, there are three broad
categories of data type used by Materials ManagemenU
3000:alphanumericstrings,numeric fields, and datefields.
An application designer may assumea data item is one of
User
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SystemAdministrator
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these three general types, but cannot know the specific
format of the field. Numeric fields may be any of five
numeric data types: display numeric (with explicit sign and
decimal point), zonednumeric (with implicit decimal point
and sign overpunch), packed decimal, 16-bit integer, and
32-bit integer. Any numeric field may be changed to any
other numeric type and the length and the precision
(number of decimal places) of display numeric, zoned
numeric, and packed decimal numbers may also be altered
by the customer.
The solution is to place field definitions in tablesthat are
accessedby the application program at execution time.
These tables form the run-time application data dictionary
generatedby the Application Customizerand are accessed
only by a set of Application Customizer routines called
intrinsics. This enablesthe designerto codethe application
without specificknowledge of the structureof the tables.As
the Application Customizer is enhanced,the tables may
change, but the application programs will not have to be
modified becausethe intrinsics insulate the application
from the Application Customizer.
A field may have several occurrences in an application,
each having slightly different characteristics. For example,
a numeric field may be present on an IMAGE data set, and
also on a data entry screen defined for a transaction that
updates the data set. The item on the screenwill be defined
as being display numeric type, with a length of ten digits
including two decimal places.The sameitem on the data set
will be defined as being packed decimal, with a length of ts
digits including four decimal places.The designercan develop customizable programs without concentrating on
these differences becauseof the intrinsics provided by the
Application Customizer to handle all arithmetic and data
movement operations.
A table lookup is required every time any data item is
manipulated by the application. Materials Management/
3000 is structured to provide the best response time for
users who perform the same transaction many times, using
few or no other transactions. An example is loading dock
personnel who perform "receive stock" transactions almost
exclusively. When a transaction is entered, only that por-
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Fig,7. The designersof Materials
Management13000 used many
servlces in designing transactions. V13000 intrinsics (routines)
communicate with the user terminal. lMAGEl3000 intrinsics store
and retrieve data. Application
Cu stomizer intrinsics retriev e d ata
item definitions, screen formats,
data sel formats, and customerad ded p rocessin g specifications.
Cu stomizer intrins ics also m anipulate any data items whose characterlstics are unknown to the application designer and must
be looked up in the Customizer
tables.

tion of the customizertablesthat contains data item definitions used by the transactionis moved to the program data
area.The data item definitions remain in memory until the
user branchesto anothertransaction.With the neededdata
item definitions in program data memory, Customizer intrinsics may accessdata definitions with a minimum of
overhead. This conservesmemory and provides fast responsetime for subsequentexecutions.
Since there are Customizer intrinsics that perform data
movement and arithmetic operations, instead of coding
SPL statementsto manipulate data, the application designer codescalls to intrinsics that add, subtract,multiply,
or divide numeric data items, and move numeric or alphanumeric items. Theseintrinsics referencethe data item
definition tables,performing datavalidation, decimal point
normalization, data type conversion, and security checking. If an error prevents proper processing,the intrinsic
returns an appropriate error code, and the user can be
informed.
Modifying Fields
In addition to changing data item characteristics,it is
possible for the customer to add and delete some fields
appearing on screens and data sets. Materials Management/3000is designedto perform specific inventory control
functions, so a working set of data items must be presentfor
the application to perform its function properly. Thesedata
items are defined as critical to the application and may not
be deletedby the customer.Other dataitems in the released
product are included for optional processingand may be
deleted!y the customerfor reasonsof efficiency or to prevent user confusion. On the other hand, a customer may
want to adapt the application to perform additional functions not anticipatedby the application designers.This will
require the addition of data items to data entry screensand
data sets.A method must be used to representthe association of data items with screensand data setsto the application programs.
Fortunately, much of the processingin Materials Management/3000and many other dataprocessingapplications
involves the movement of complete records from place to
place. For example,"add" transactionssimply construct a
record from the data items entered on a data entry screen,
and afterappropriatevalidation edits,move the recordto an
IMAGE data set. "Change" transactionsretrieve a record
from a dataset,updateit with fields enteredfrom the screen,
and then move the record back to the data set. When
adding or deleting a data item on a data set or screenboth
the designerand the customermust associatethe item with
a specific record format. Record formats are nothing more
than collections of data item definitions that correspondto
the fields on a data set or data entry screenrecord. A data
entry screenrecord and the correspondingdatasetrecord it
will update will contain many of the same data items, although they may have different characteristics.Since it is
unknown until execution time exactly what items will be
presenton a given record, the Application Customizerprovides an intrinsic that moves corresponding data items
from one record to another.
intrinsic is
The operation of the Mo\rE CORRESPONDING
very simple. The intrinsic is passedthe record format defi-

nitions that describethe sourceand targetrecords.For each
item definition present in the source format, the intrinsic
searchesthe targetformat for a correspondingitem definition. If a match occurs,the data is moved from the sourceto
the targetrecord, changing the data type, length, and precision if necessitry,This process continues until all corresponding fields have been moved from the source to the
intrinsic allows
target record. The MOVECORRESPONDING
the designerto think on a record level, not being concerned
with individual data items. This makes it possible for the
customerto add and delete noncritical data items at will.
operFig. B shows an example of Mo\T CORRESPONDING
ation. Each record is describedby a format maintained by
the Application Customizer. Every item is assigned a
unique item number by the Customizer.This item number
is used to identify all occurrencesof an item. Each format
consists of a format header, which contains pointers and
information concerning other control structures,and a collection of item definitions, organized in ascending itemintrinsic pernumber order. The MOVECORRESPONDING
forms its function for eachitem in the sourceformat (in this
casethe screenformat) which has a matching item definition in the target format (the data set format). The intrinsic
locatesthe field and determinesits length, type, and precision, using information storedin the item definition. In this
example,the source field for item 135 is located at byte 0
and is ten bytes long. An item type code of 3 indicatesthat
the field is in display numeric format and the precision is
Formats:
Item
Numbel
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Item
Type
Code

Item
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Fig. 8. An example of the operation of the MovE C)RRE'
SPoND/NG
Customizerintrinsic.See text for details.
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two decimal places.
The targetfield is locatedat byte 54 ofthe data setrecord
and is eight bytesin length. An item type code of 5 indicates
that the field is in packeddecimal format, and the precision
is four decimal places. As shown at the bottom of Fig. B,
MOVE CORRESPONDING
copies the field from the screen
record to the datasetrecord,changingthe type, length, and
precision of the data according to the item definition.
Changing Screens
In addition to changing field and record characteristics,
the customerhasthe ability to modify the appearanceof the
application itself. Data entry screenappearance,and even
the sequenceof screensmay be altered by the customer.
Vi3000 provides a relatively simple method for altering
screenappearance.Screensmay be redesignedby repainting them using a few control charactersequenceson HP's
26XX seriesterminals.This givesthe customerthe power to
alter screensso they look like forms that are presently in
use, lessening the technology shock that many users experience.Screenalterationsare then entered into the runtime application dictionary via the Customizer and translated into updated record format definitions. The application program is therebyinsulatedfrom cosmeticchangesto
screens.The MO\rECORRESPONDING
and other Customizer
intrinsics handle changes in data field order as easily as
additions and deletions.
In MaterialsManagement/3000,
screenscorrespondingto
transactionsare at the bottom of a large tree of menus.The
26XX terminal series has eight dynamically definable
softkeys. These keys are used by the application as the
primary method of moving from screento screen.The top of
each screenin Materials Management/3000contains eight
labels,eachcorrespondingto a dataentry screenor a menu.
The user may navigatethrough the menu tree by pressinga
softkey that will cause the application to transfer to the
desired transaction,or to a menu that will list sevenother
choices.The eighth function key is always labeledrxlt and
takes the user to the screen'sparent.
The customer has the ability to modify these labels
through the Customizer, creating subtrees for different
users. For example, security reasons may require that a
customer prevent stockroom personnel from altering any
engineering data. By removing any labels that identify
transactionsdealing with engineering data, it is possible
to restrict the stockroom personnel to a closed set of
transactions.
The application determinessoftkey definitions by looking up valuesin a screensequencetable,which is part of the
run-time application dictionary and is accessedby Customizer intrinsics. An entry in the screensequencetable is
associatedwith every screen.Before displaying a screen,
the correspondingentry is moved to the program dataarea.
If the user pressesa softkey, the application looks up the
value that correspondsto the key pressed and transfers
control to the appropriate screenor menu. This allows the
customer to be very flexible in tailoring the system and
relieves the designer of the burden of determining the
screenstructure while coding.
An additional featurebecomesvery powerful for experiencedusersof MaterialsManagement/3000.A 16-character
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command window is present on all menu screens.If the
function desiredby the user is not directly accessiblefrom a
menu, the function name may be enteredinto the command
window and the corresponding screen will be accessed
directly, eliminating the needto navigatethrough the menu
tree. Whenever the application detects an entry in the
command window, a Customizerintrinsic retrievesthe appropriate value, effectively providing a ninth softkey,
which the application program is not aware of. The command window may be altered via the customizer and
V/3000 to accept only selected labels. This provides an
additional measureof security, while providing the means
for the experienceduser to travel rapidly from screen to
screen.
Processing Logic Customization
It is impossible for the designers of a general-purpose
application to anticipate the needsof every customer.Customerswill almost always want the application to do some
additional processing,beyond the capabilities of the standard product. With noncustomizableapplications,the customer would either have to purchasesourcecode and modify it, or live with the standardproduct. Materials Management/3000provides two methods of modification. The first
involves V/3000 and the second involves the Application
Customizer.V/3000 provides a set of powerful functions,
including: checkingfor minimum length, datatype checks,
rangechecks,pattern checks,and dataformatting.However
these functions apply only to data entered on the screen
records. To allow customer-definedmanipulation and
movement of data between screensand data sets,a set of
functions called processingspecificationsmay be entered
using the Customizer.
Processingspecificationsare defined by the customerfor
each transaction where additional processing is desired.
Simple commandsallow the userto add, subtract,multiply,
divide, and move data items. These commands are compiled and placed in tablesthat are accessedby Customizer
intrinsics at execution time. In most of the product, each
transactionis structured so that after all normal processing
occursbut beforeany data setsare updated,the processing
specificationinterpreter is called. This is a Customizerintrinsic that performs the operations indicated by the
customer-enteredstatements.It is possible to alter almost
any data item on any data set that is to be updated by a
transaction. This tool allows the customer to extend the
usefulnessofthe application programto areasthat were not
originally anticipated by the designer.
Fig. 9 shows how customerprocessingspecificationsare
implemented. The format headerof the screenformat contains a pointer to any processing specifications the customer may have defined for the transaction.All processing
specificationsare generatedby the Customizerand placed
in a processingspecificationtable,which residesin an extra
datasegment.The processingspecificationinterpreteruses
the pointer and length fields in the format headerto locate
and move the processing specifications defined for this
transaction to the stack. The Customizer generatesan intermediatelanguagein the form of triples, which consist of
an operation code and two operands.Each operand field is
either a constant,a register,or a format/field number com-
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Format
Field
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Operation
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0 Move
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2 Subtracl
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For example, a user may enter engineering information
about a part, such as whether it is normally purchased or
fabricated. The English version of Materials Management/
3000 codes this information as P or F on the data base. The
literals P and F will have different interpretations in other
languages. Therefore the customizer maintains another
table containing all literals defined by the application designer. When manipulating literals entered by users, the
application must first look up the current value of the literal. The table is loaded into the program data area and
accessedby Application Customizer intrinsics. Becausethe
table is located in the program data area and accessed directly, there is very little additional overhead. NonEnglish-speaking customers have an application product
that is easily understandable by their users, and the support
burden is minimized for HP because only one version of an
application system needs to be supported instead of one for
each language.

Table
Processing
SPecification
processhowinghowcustomer-specified
Fig.9. Anexample
singis implemented.Seetext for details.
bination. In this example,the customer wishes to convert
the value entered in field 135 from pounds to grams and
accumulate the result in field 222, which is described in
format 14. This might occur in the situation lvhere the
customerwishes to recordthe year-to-datequantity ordered
for managementreporting. Field 135, describedin format
22, correspondsto the quantity-orderedfield on the data
entry screen.Field222, describedin format 14,corresponds
to the year-to-datequantity ordered,which is accumulated
on some other record for use in preparing periodic managementreports.The normal unit of measurefor ordering is
pounds, but for some reason,managementhas decided to
accumulate the total quantity in grams. The first triple
moves the constant 454 to register 1. The second triple
multiplies the contentsof field 135 bythe contentsof register 1.,and placesthe result back in the register.This converts
the value of the field from pounds to grams.The contentsof
the registerarethen added to the contentsof field 222 inthe
third triple. Upon returning from the processingspecification interpreter, the transaction will update all of the affected data sets.This method of implementation allows the
customerto add to or override the processingspecified by
the application designers.
Local Languages
HP's market for manufacturing applications is
worldwide. The application designer cannot assumethat
the users of an application understand the English lanis designedto be comguage.Materials Management/300O
pletely localized to any language supported by the 26XX
seriesterminal without reprogramming. Localization may
be accomplishedby translating the screensusing V/3000,
by modifying report headingsand error messagesstoredin
messagecatalogs,and modifying other literals maintained
in the application data dictionary. Materials Management/
3000 usesmany single-word literals to control processing.

Security Checking
An advantage of manipulating data in an interpretive
mode is that other functions may be added with a minimum
of effort by the designer. One example is security checking.
Many auditors demand that security accessbe carried down
to the data item level. In Materials Management/3000, each
user is assigned a password that will grant that user access
to only the data items that he or she is expected to review or
update. The password is entered only once on a special
security screen. The user may view only screens that contain data items for which that individual has access, and on
screens that may be accessed, not all data items may be
reviewed or updated. This allows the user to see and manipulate only the authorized items.
This type of security would require a lot of design and
coding effort in a conventional system. In Materials Management/3000 the Customizer intrinsics that manipulate
data also perform a security check. The Customizer maintains a table containing all valid passwords along with a list
of data items to which that password grants access. Each
time a Customizer intrinsic accesses a data item, a table
lookup is performed. If the user does not have access to the
item, an error message is displayed on the terminal. This
powerful feature is implemented with a minimum of overhead and design effort.

Conclusion
is HP'sfirst user-customizMaterialsManagement/3000
applicationsystem.It is a tool
able,factory-supportable
developed to help manufacturing management plan and
control material requirements and inventory levels. The
product may be tailored by the customer to fit individual
circumstances without modifying source code. The Application Customizer, used by application designers and customers, allows extensive data item and cosmetic customization. The Application Monitor handles many day-to-day
operating functions traditionally performed by an operations staff, making the design and use of Materials Management/3000 easier. Built on the Customizer and Monitor, Materials Management/3OOO is another step toward
providing a total solution for manufacturing companies.
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Malerials Managemenv3000is a user customizable,interactivesystem lor managing the
materaalsplanningand controllunctionof a manufacturingoperation.l\4aterialsl\4anagemenV
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. Work Order Control
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ideal candidate for Materials Managemenv3ooo.However, the sofiware is applicable to
most manufacturingoperations. Hewlett-PackardSales Representativesand Manufactur
ing Industry Specialistsare available tor consultationregardingthe suitabilityof Materials
ManagemenV3000
lor a specificapplication.
Materialsl\,lanagemenv3ooois availablein a form which meets the input, output, and processangrequirementsof most manufacturing
personnelmay,
companies.Manufacturing
however, modify data entry screens, data edits, and informationretrieval screens to suit
their specific needs. They may also add, delete, and/or modity data items jn the Materials
Managemenv3000data base. All of lhese changescan be accomplishedeasily and without
the need for mmputer programming.
lvaterials ManagemenvSooois a standard (object code) applicationproduct which is lully
supportedby Hewlett-Packard.A comprehensivesupportpackageis availableand includes:
. I 1 user relerence and installalionmanuals.
r 2 weeksol customertraining.
. Planning,implementation,
and customization
consultingby Hewlet!packardmanufaclur
ing industryspecialists.
r A wide range of sofiware support services.
FEATURES
r On-lineIMAGEdata base uodate.
. Customizableuser interfaceand data base.
r On-lineterminaldata entry,field editing,and error correctionusing the capabilitiesof
HP's Data Entry and Forms ManagementSystem, V/3OOO.
r Easyto use, on-linetransactionmenus.
r Automatictransactionlogging.
r Tailorabledata entry screens and retrievals.
r On-lineassistancevia help screens.
. Use of intelligentHP CRT terminals.
r Predefinedmaterialsdata base.
r Use of proven materialsmanagementtechniques.
I Advanced security capabilities.
. Automatedoperator functions.
HARDWAREENVIBONMENT
For MaterialsManagemenv3000,the minimumsystem recommendedis an Hp 3OOO
Series
44, lll, 33, or 30 with 512K bytes of memory.However,the amountof memoryactually
neededwill dependon expstations regardingterminalresponsetime and transactionvolume.
A minamumof 100M bytes ol disc storage is required; in any specitic situation the exact
amounlof disc storagewill be determinedby an HP manufacluring
industryspecialist.
The interactiveterminalsmust be HP26XXseries CRT unitswith at least 4K bytes of terminal
memory(8K bytes is recommended).
Displayenhancements
are also recommenoeo.
SOFTWAREENVIRONMENT
Materials Managemenv3ooorequires the Hp 3000 Computer System Fundamental
Operating Sottware.
OROERINGINFORMATION
ProductNumber
DescriDtion
Pricein U.S.A
322604
32260R
3226OM

Right to use Materials Management/3ooo.
Includesone completemanualset.
Rightto copy and sublicenseone Materialsl\,4anagemenv3000.Includesone comoletemanualset.
Right to copy one MaterialsManagemenv
3000 withoutsublicense.Includesone
completemanualset.
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A NovelApproachto ComPuter
ApplicationSystemDesignand
lmplementation
by LorettaE. Winston
RADITIONALLY, BUSINESSESwanting to computerize their operationshave been faced with two
alternatives:develop an in-house solution using
their own programming resourcesor purchasea standardized solution from an OEM or independent software
house. Both alternatives have serious drawbacks' The
development and continuing maintenance and enhancement of in-house application systems are expensive and
very time-consuming. Furthermore, the initial time required to develop an in-house system delays the realization of any benefits from a computerized solution. Purchased software systems,on the other hand, are for the
most part relatively inflexible. Businessesmust either
adapt their operationsto fit the specificationsof these predefined solutions or undertake the costly programming
required to achieve a satisfactorysolution. If they choose
the Iatter course,they risk losing the support of the system vendor.
Hewlett-Packard'sApplication Customizerand Application Monitor, new software systemsfor the HP 3000 Computer, offer users a third alternative.These systemsallow
application designersto construct generalizedapplication
solutions and provide userswith tools to tailor applications
to meet existing needsand to modify these applications to
meet the ever-changingrequirements of business. These
systemsalso provide tools for the user to define, initiate,
and control an entire application system.All of this may be
accomplished by personnel who are not data processing
(DP) professionals.
This major contribution to application systemdesignand
implementation drastically reducesthe needfor businesses
to maintain a large staff of DP professionalsto supervise
in-house computerized applications.
The first HP softwareproduct to makeuse of the Applica-

tion Customizer and the Application Monitor is Materials
Management/3OO0,
a comprehensive materials planning
and control system for manufacturers (see page 3). The
entire application consistsof the Application Monitor, the
Application Customizer,and a set of customizableapplication systems.Fig. 1 illushates the relationship betweenthe
various components.The Application Customizerand Application Monitor arebasically tools to support the application softwaresystems.Neither the Application Customizer
nor the Application Monitor is itself customizable.This
article describesthe Application Customizer.The Application Monitor is described in the article on page 19.
Customization Capabilities
The Application Customizer offers an unconventional
approachto constructing tailored application solutions. It
is a compromise between the traditional approachsupplying source code application packagesto end users
and allowing them to reprogram these solutions using a
general-purposeprogramming language to meet their
specific requirements-and providing users with a
specialized applications language to develop their own
customized application systems.
Customizable application systems are table-driven so
that the costly programming and debugging efforts normally associatedwith implementing tailored application
solutions are eliminated. For eachapplication the Application Customizer maintains a set of tables that define the
application and its operational environment. These tables
are collectively referred to as the application data dictionary. Tailoring of the application system is accomplished
by modifying these underlying tables; no source program
code is ever modified.
The application data dictionary differs from conven-

Fig. 1. The structure of a customizable application system,
such as Materials Managementl
3000, based on the Application
Customizer and the Application
Monitor.
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Application
Control Table

Flg,2. Asummary of the customization features provided by the
Application Customizer.

tional data dictionaries in several respects.Conventional
data dictionaries are basically repositoriesof information
about the data bank, containing information such as data
item names and characteristics,alias definitions, security
specifications,edit information, and relationshipsbetween
data items (i.e., data structures).The application data dictionary contains information not only about the data bank,
but aboutthe application systemaswell, including application data structuressuch as screenand report layouts, internal data structures, and application configuration. In
traditional dictionary-basedapplications,if the characteristics ofan existing dataitem are changed,or a new dataitem
is added, or an existing data item is deleted, all programs
that use the data item must be changedalso.In Application
Customizerdictionary-basedsystems,no reprogrammingis
necessary.Further, most data dictionary systemsare passive in nature. They basically serve as documentation
facilities and are unaware of the data base management
systemsand application processesthat operatewithin the
same overall environment. Information in the application
datadictionary, on the other hand, is usedduring the actual
execution of application programs.
There are two classesof Application Customizer users:
application designers,who develop customizableapplication solutions, and systemadministrators,who tailor these
generalizedapplication solutionsto meetthe specificneeds
of their businessenvironments.Systemadministratorsare
roughly equivalentto systemsanalystsin terms of computer problem-solvingskills and expertise.They arenot necessarily computer programmers.Systemadministratorshave
the responsibility not only for customizing application sys-
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temsbut for supervisingand controlling the daily operation
of theseapplication systemsas well. Fig. 2 summarizesthe
capabilities provided by the Application Customizer.The
entire set of customizablecapabilitiesis availableto application designers.Only a subsetofthese capabilitiesis available to system administrators.
Generallywhen we speakof the Application Customizer,
we mean the user interface to the Application Customizer
system,which is an on-line, interactiveprogram.However,
the entire Application Customizersystemconsistsof three
major components:the user interface component, a set of
routines (called intrinsics) that perform data conversions,
computationsand comparisonson customizabledatafields
and datashuctures,and a program that preparesa run-time
(object)version ofthe application data dictionary from the
compile-time (source)data dictionary (seeFig. 3). Two versions of the application data dictionary are maintained to
allow one class of users to customize the application systems at the sametime that a secondclassof usersis operating or executing these applications.
The next sectionofthis article outlines the stepsan application designertakes in implementing a customizableapplication systemand the final section illustratesthe stepsa
systemadministratormight take in tailoring a customizable
application systemto fit specific needsand requirements.
lmplementing a Customizable Application System
An application subsystemis a logical grouping of on-line
and interactive transactions,backgroundjobs, and reports
that provide a total solution to somewell-defined userproblem or task.An application systemis a group of one or more

Run-Time Environment of
Customizable Application Syslems

Fig, 3. Ihe ApplicationCustomizerconslstsof three major components:1) the user tntertace
program,2) a set of routinesthat perform data conversions,computations,and comparisons
on customizable data fietds and structures.,.and 3) a runlime apphcation data dictionary
preparauonprogram.
interrelated and interdependent application subsystems.
There are two malor tasks involved in implementing a customizable application system: 1) defining the overall application and its operational environment and 2) specifying
the application data bank and set of functions that make up
each application subsystem. These two tasks are further
divided into several subtasks.To define the overall application and its environment requires the specification of the
following entities: the application system, application subsystems, device and terminal configuration, and terminal
security configuration. The complete specification of the
application subsystems involves the actual coding of the
transactions,background jobs, and reports, the definition of
application data bases,and the specification of user interfaces for the various application functions (e.g., user mess a g e s ,s c r e e n a n d r e p o r t l a y o u t s ) ,
To illustrate the steps involved in developing a customizable application system, the implementation of a
hypothetical Inventory Management System will be presented. The Inventory Management System consists of a
number of subsystems, one of which is the Inventory Stock
Status Subsystem. This subsystem consists of transactions
to adjust inventory balances, receive and disburse goods
from inventory, transfer stock from one location to another,
return goods to inventory, review stock status, and indicate
recent stock activities. The Inventory Stock Status Subsystem provides a report called the Inventory Count Analysis
Report that lists the current inventory status for all
warehouses and inventory locations. This report is generated by a background job that is scheduled for execution on
a demand basis. The subsystem contains a data base that
consists of two major data sets called Stock Activity and
Inventory Master. The Stock Activity data set contains basically an audit trail of transactions against inventory. The
Inventory Master data set contains stock information by
warehouses and inventory/bin locations within these
warehouses. In defining the application and its operational
environment, the first step is to define the name and characteristics of the application system as illustrated in Fig. 4.
Second, the names and characteristics of the application
subsystems are specified. Fig. 5 shows one of the subsys-

tems, namely Inventory Stock Status, being defined. Third,
terminals for operating the application subsystems are
specified, and finally, passwords to accessthese terminals
are specified. This completes the specification of the application and its operational environment. The next major task
is to define the data bases, functions and interfaces for each
of the application subsystems.Figs. 6 and 7 show two steps
in the definition of the application data bank. Figs. B and 9
illustrate typical steps involved in adding a new transaction
to an application subsystem. The pseudo-code for the new
transaction called "Adjust Quantity on Hand" is given below:
Step
Step
Step

Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Step
Steo

1. Read user-entered input from screen.
2. Lock INVENTORY-MASTER data set.
3. Read INVENTORY-MASTER record for
specified PART-NUMBER, wAREHousE and
IN\ENTORY-LOCATION.
4. Add ADIUSTMENT-QUANTITY to
QUANTITY-ON-HAND.
5. Update INVENTORY-MASTER record.
6. Unlock INVENTORY-MASTER data set.
7. Move corresponding fields from input screen
buffer to STOCK-ACTIVITY record buffer.
B. Lock STOCK JCTIVITY data set.
g. Add record to STOCK-ACTIVITY data set.
10. Unlock STOCILACTI\IITY data set.
11. Exit.
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Fig,4, An Application Customizerscreenfor specifying a new
application system.
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Customization of Processing Logic
Customization capabilities may be divided into four logical categories: application specification, user interface, application structures, and processing logic. Examples of
three ofthese general capabilities have been demonstrated.
The fourth capability, processing logic customization, is
briefly described below and an example is given in the
next section.
Customization of processing logic allows end users to
tailor the functioning of application procedures. There are
three different mechanisms for customizing processing
logic: by selecting an algorithm from among a predefined
set of algorithmic choices or techniques, by specifying a
customizable parameter value, and by adding new process'
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Fig. 6. An Application Customizerscreen for definino a new
application data base.
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destination fields is retrieved from the application data
dictionary, The source fields are converted to an appropriate intermediate data format. The arithmetic operation is
then performed. Finally the result of the computation is
converted to the appropriate output data type and stored in
the destination field. The other operations work similarly.
To complete the specifications of the Adjust Quantity on
Hand transaction described above, the user interface must
be designed and user messages entered. Fig. 9 illustrates the
definition of a new form. A general-purpose screen-design/
forms-management facility, V/3000, is provided for painting screens. At present there is no automated mechanism
for creating screen formats for the application data dictionary from screens designed using the forms management
facility. This must be done manually. However, automation
ofthis step is anticipated in a future releaseofthe product.
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Fig. B shows segmentsof this program written in the HP
3000SystemsProgrammingLanguage,SPL/3000.
The segments shown correspondto steps4 and 7, respectively,in
the pseudo-codeprogram.The major coding differencebetween this and a conventional approach is that data manipulations (datatransfers,conversions,comparisons,and
arithmetic/logical operations) are not hard-coded; rather
they are performedvia specializedApplication Customizer
routines (intrinsics).To illustrate the power and usefulness
of this feature, consider the following example. Suppose
that transaction X adds records to data set Y and further
supposethat a user wants to add a new field Z to data set Y
and initialize it via transaction X. To accomplish this in
customizableapplicationsystems,the usersimply addsthe
new field Z to both data set Y and the screenfor transaction
X. The data handling routines will automatically move this
new field from the screento the dataset.No reprogramming
is necessary.
To better understandhow this works, the contentsof the
application data dictionary must be examined in greater
detail. The Application Customizermaintains a description
of every application structure in its data dictionary. An
application structure is a generalterm used to describeany
collection of related fields. These include application
screens,reports,datasets,and internal structures.For each
application structure the Application Customizer maintains a format that containsthe set of fields in the structure,
their data types,their lengths,and other pertinent information. The application designer defines the default set of
application fields and application structures. End users
may add and delete field specifications from the entire
application, add and deletefields from specific application
structures,and changethe lengths and data types of fields
within application structures.Hence,specializeddata manipulation and arithmetic/logical routines are provided
to accommodate the customization of these application
structures.
Basically,arithmetic/logicalroutines work as follows. Information on the data types and lengths of the source and
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Fig, 5. An ApplicationCustomizerscreenfor defininga new
applicationsubsystem.
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Fig.8, Program segments from a customizable application
transaction, showing calls to Application Customizer routines (intrinsics),e.g. AC'ADD.
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Fig, 9. Deslgning
a V13000
screenfor a newtransaction.
ing steps.The first two mechanismsmust be provided for by
the application designer in coding the application functions. In instanceswhere there are several recognized
techniquesemployed by businesses,the application designer may electto make all techniquesavailableand allow
the system administrator to selectthe particular technique
or algorithm to be used. The concept of customizable
parametervaluesis a slight variation of this sameprinciple.
In this casea single method for performing an application
function is provided, but the input parameter(s)tothe function may be changed dynamically by the system administrator. The third mechanism is by far the most powerful. It
allows the system administrator to add special processing
stepsto existing applicationfunctions.
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Fig. 10. An Application Customizer screenfor defining a new
data item.
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Tailoringan ApplicationSystem
Thefollowingcasestudyillustratesthe easewith which
an application may be tailored, without programming, to
meet the requirements of a particular environment. Using
the hypothetical Inventory Stock Status Subsystem described previously, several examples of customization are
presented.
A clear distinction is made between customizing the application data dictionary and activating those changes. A
special background job that prepares a run-time version of
the application data dictionary is executed whenever customization changes are to be made available to the application subsystems.This allows application operators or data
entry clerks to operate the application subsystems at the
same time that the system administrator is customizing
these subsystems.
The first example illustrates the simple steps necessary to
add a field to the application.
Problem Statement. A user wants to keep track of the name
of the warehouse foreman whenever an adjustment of inventory at a location is made.
Solution. The first step is to define the new data item to the
application dictionary as shown in Fig. 10. The second step
is to add the new field to the appropriate form or screen vla
the screen-design/forms-management system and then recompile the forms file. The third step is to add the new field
:trinBe a
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Fig. 12. Changing a function key label on a screen torm
(V13000screen).
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Fig. 13. Changing a function key definitionin the application
data dictionary (Application Customizerscreens,).
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to the application data dictionary's screen layout, and the
fourth step is to add the new field to the data base. The final
step after customization is complete is to make the revised
transaction available to application operators. This is accomplished by executing the background job that prepares
the application data dictionary.
The second example illustrates the ease with which special calculations may be added to an existing transaction.
Problem Statement. A user wants to display the percentage of the adjustment whenever the inventory balance
is adjusted.
Solution, The customization changes required are very
similar to those outlined in the previous example and may
be entered at the same time. In addition, special processing
steps to calculate the percentage adjustment must be added
to the application data dictionary for this transaction. Two
steps are illustrated in Fig. 11.
The next example demonstrates the ease with which
function key definition may be changed to access different
application functions from a particular transaction screen.
Problem Statement. A user wants to be able to access the
"Review Inventory Activity" menu screen from the "Adjust
Quantity at an Inventory Location" screen.
Solution. The first step is to modify the function key label
on the form or screen via the screen-design/formsmanagement facility and to recompile the forms file. The
next step is to change the function key definition for this
transaction screen in the application data dictionary. This
two-step process is shown in Figs. 12 and 13.

The fourth example demonstrates the ease with which
user messagesmay be customized.
Problem Statement. A user wants to change the error message that is displayed when an invalid warehouse or inventory location is entered.
Solution. The user simply invokes the editor system from
the Application Customizer, modifies the message as desired, and then activates those changes. Fig. 14 shows the
error message before and after customization.
The final example illustrates the simple steps necessary
to change the schedule for a background job.
Problem Statement. A user wants to schedule the Inventory
Count Analysis Report job to be executed automatically on a
weekly basis rather than on demand.
Solution. As shown in Fig. 15, the user simply makes the
necessary changes to the application data dictionary's
schedule for this background job and then activates those
changes.

Conclusion
applicationsystemsoffer customersthe
Customizable
bestof bothworlds.Theymakeit easyfor usersto construct
tailored application systems without costly and timeconsuming programming, debugging, and maintenance efforts, and they permit on-going vendor support of these
tailored systems. The HP 3000 Application Customizer
provides many tangible benefits to application designers as
well. It provides specialized routines and utilities that
facilitate the implementation of customizable application
systems and enhance maintainability and supportability.
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AutomatingApplicationSystem
Operationand Gontrol
by BarryD. Kurtz
PPLICATION SYSTEM OPERATION and control
meansthe daily use and supervision of application
system functions, including initiating programs
that provide application functions to the user and scheduling and monitoring background jobs performing batch
processing.
Until now, application systemoperationand control have
required considerableuser intervention. Also, since most
businesscomputing machines are general-purposein nature, the task of initiating application programs is frequently left to personnelwho are not computer professionals. Thus the user of an application (a clerk, receiving dock
worker, etc.) may have to learn the host machine's command language and error codes,which are optimized for
general machine use instead of individual applications.
Recentdevelopmentsin operating systemsoftwarehave
lessened the burden on the non-computer professional.
These include user-defined commands, comprehensive
"help" facilities, and so on. However, these have solved
only part of the implementation problem. The user should
perceivethe computer systemas a comprehensivesolution
to an application problem and not as a set of unrelated
application tools.
Hewlett-Packardis dedicatedto increasingthe easeof use
of application systems.A project that has made a great
contribution to the easeof control and operationof application systems is called the Application Monitor, and was
developed as a component of the current Materials
Management/300O
application system offered by HP (see
page 3). The Application Customizerdescribedin the preceding article is another part of this effort.
The Application Monitor controlsthe executionof applications running under its control and provides servicesto
them. It schedules,initiates and controls all interactiveand
background job activities in an application system. A
friendly fill-in-the-form CRTinterfaceis usedby the user or
managerof the systemto review and control systemactivity. The monitor takes a major step toward operatorless,

abortlessapplication systemsby providing automatic application scheduling, control, and recovery services.
User Interface
The user interfaceof the Application Monitor, a friendly
fill-in-the-form CRT interface, allows the user or managerof
the systemto perform comprehensivesystemcontrol without having to learn a complex command language.Each
screenpresentedusesthe specialfunction keys of HP 26XX
seriesCRT terminals. The functions are describedin eight
shadedboxesat the top of the screen.Eachbox corresponds
to a single function key (softkey).
A command window is also presentedon Monitor menu
selectionscreens.This areais used for special systemcontrol functions that are not executedby a simple function
key signal.
Since the functions made availablethrough the user interface are critical to system operation, the user may not
add, delete, or change Application Monitor screens.
Traditional Application System Activities
Most application systems involve the following activities:
r Initiating on-line applications on user terminals
r Scheduling and monitoring background job processing
r Running recovery and cleanup jobs
r Supervising system operation.
Traditionally, most of these activities were executed
manually and required frequent human intervention. All
control was dependent upon the attention of the operator.
This practice has led to inconsistent data processingactivities, sometimesresulting in the loss of critical management reports.
The Monitor allows the user or managerof an application
system to automate all of the above activities, thus providing an environment in which consistent data processing
may take place. This reducesthe frequency and severity of
errors and security breaches,and reducesthe training reFig. 1. Ihe application system
environment, showing the relationshipof the Application Monitor
to other progrcms. The Application Monitor initiates, monitors,
and controls run-time application
activities. Monitor servlces are
provided to application programs
and users to initiate additional
processes and supervrse system
activity. The Application Customizermay be initiated to alter the
tables that define the systemenvironment.
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quired for administration of the application system.

Classesof ApplicationSystemUsers
Two main classes
of usersmakeuseof the servicesproandendusers.
videdby theMonitor:systemadministrators
The system administrator is an individual who has global
responsibility for the application system.This individual
supervisesand controls all application system activities
( i . e . , b a c k g r o u n dj o b s c h e d u l i n g , o n - l i n e a p p l i c a t i o n
schedulingand control,etc.).
The end usersof an application systeminclude all those
who useapplication program functions (i.e.,clerks,manaSers, receiving dock personnel,storesor inventory personnel, etc.).End usersbenefit from good application system
management,which leads to consistent data processing,
reportsthat are on time, and other benefits.However,they
do not usually get involved in actualoperationand control.
Application System Operational Environment
The Application Monitor consistsof eight separateprograms. These programs run simultaneously and work togetherto monitor and control the application system.Fig. 1
depicts the application system environment.

:iL
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userinterface.
Fig,4. TheProcessrng
ScheduleMaintenance
processallowsthe
The ProcessingScheduleMaintenance
to reviewthe background
systemadministrator
iob schedule
for thecurrentday.ln thisexample,threeiobsarescheduled
BILL)
hasitsAUTj9TABT
to be run.Thefirstjob (suMMARtzED
flag setto N.Thismeansthatit willrequiremanualintervention
mustsettheflag to Ybefore
to run.Thesystemadministrator
the scheduledrun time.Theotheriobswillrun automatically
whentheirrun timecomesuD.

i.rr aio'

Fig,2. The SystemAdministratorlnErtace is the system administrator'swindow to the application system. The functions
that may be initiated from this screenare representedin eight
shaded boxes at the top of the screen. These functions are
initiated by pressingone of eight terminal function keys. This
relieves the systern administrator of the need to memorize a
system command language, and allows functions to be initiated quickly and accurately.

m w tr

The following is a brief description of the maior processes
that make up the Application Monitor.
Monitor Control Process(MCP).The Monitor Control Processis the parent of all programsin the application system
environment. Once the application system is active, it is
this program that initiates, monitors and controls application programactivities.
The MCP uses a memory table to track program activity
throughout the system.This table is called the application
control table (ACT) and is constructed during system initialization. Eachprogram in the systemhas an entry in this
table called a processinformation block. The information
kept in eachblock is sufficient for the MCP to monitor the
current status of each program and provide any services
that are determined necessary.
System Initialization Process(SIP). The system initialization processis initiated at systemstartup time and executes
once a day. This programreadsa preparedapplication data
dictionary generatedby the Application Customizer [see
article, page 13). Based on the information read from this
dictionary, the SIP initializes global tablesto be usedby the
applicationsystem.
SystemAdministrator Interface (SAI). This program is the
systemadministrator'swindow to the Application Monitor.
The SAI allows the user to selectvarious functions to review
and control application system operation. Fig. 2 depicts the
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Fig. 3. Ihe SystemActivity Process uset intertace. Ihe System Activity Processa//owsthe systemadministratorto review
current sy stem activity. Interactive application transactions
may be tncked and backgroundjob executionmay be conis executingthe REtrolled.in this example, B?B'STERMINAL
vlEw PART
transaction(ten transactionshave been executed,
and the terminal has been active since B:02 AM.). A
background job (DA\LYREP?RT)is running and is presently
executing the SORIINPUTste?.
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Fig. 5. Ihe Processlng ScheduleMaintenanceprocess a/Iows the system administrator to modify the background iob
is being
schedule. In this example, a job (PARTREPORTS)
added to the schedule. lf this job is fo be run at regular
intervals,the systemadministratormay modify the permanent
job schedule in the application data dictionary via the Cus'
tomizer. The job will then automatically be scheduled to run
daily, weekly, monthly, or yearly as speclfled.
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Fig.6. Ihe SystemMessagesProcessUserinErtace.The
SystemMessagesProcessallowsreviewof systeminformationalmessages
andmessage
s rcquiringactionfromthe sysjob hasbeen
temadministrator.
ln thisexample,a background
restartedand hasfailedon therestart.TheBackgroundJob
Processor
is askrngthesystemadministrator
if thejob should
run again. The systemadministratormay initiatethe reply
actionto thisrnessageby pressingthe appropilateterminal
functionkey corresponding
to a shadedboxat the top of the
screen.
user intedace for the system adminishator process.
|ob Scheduler Process (fSP). The job scheduler process
automatically schedulesbackgroundjobs that were specified to be run on the current day. Thesejobs are predefined
by the system administrator through the Customizer.
Background fob Processor(BfP).A backgroundjob that has
been scheduled for execution will be processedby the
background job processor. This program executes
background job commands and provides comprehensive
job restart and recovery capability.
System Activity Process(SAP). This program allows the
system administrator to review and control system activities. Through the SAP user interface the system administrator can review the current activity of all interactive
and backgroundjob processesand control backgroundjob
processingconcurrency.Fig. 3 depicts the system activity
user interface.
ProcessingScheduleMaintenance (PSM).The processing
schedulemaintenanceprocessallows the system adminis-

Fig.7, Application system startup. The Monitor Control Process (MCP) is the first program to run in the application system. /ts first step is to launch the SystemlnitializationProcess
(SlP). The S/P reads a prepared application data dictionary
generated by the Application Customizer. From this dictionary, the S/P bullds sysfem-wide tables used in operation and
control of the application systern. The two main tables generated are the application control table (ACT) and the
background job schedule. Once the tables are initialized,the
MCP begins normal operationand continuesexecutionindefinitely.

trator to review and modify the backgroundjob processing
schedulefor the current day. Figs. 4 and 5 depict the user
interfacefor the processingschedulemaintenanceprocess.
System MessagesProcess(SMP). Messagesinforming the
systemadministrator of the specificsof systemactivity can
be reviewed by means of the system messagesprocess.
Certain messagesmay require a reply from the system administrator. The reply can be processedusing the SMP user
interface,which is illustrated in Fig, 6.
System Startup
The monitor control processis the initial program to be
run in the application system. The MCP is initiated by a
user-defined command supplied with the installation
software.This relievesthe user of having to know the physical file name of the MCP and any parametersthat must be
supplied.
The MCP launchesthe systeminitialization process.The
SIP reads the prepared application data dictionary generatedby the Customizer.This dictionary containsthe following information critical to system operation and control:
r Terminal configuration
r Device configuration
r Scheduleof interactiveapplicationsand their associated
CRT terminals
r Schedule of all background jobs.
Using this information, the system initialization process
builds globaltablesto be used during that day's operationof
the system.When initialization is complete, the MCP begins normal execution.
Fig. 7 depictsthe application systemenvironment during
system startup.

Flg.8, lnteractiveapplicationmanagement.TheMonitorCon'
trol Process(MCP) reads the application control table (ACT)
built by the Sysfem lnitializationProcess.According to values
initializedin the ACT the MCP launches application programs
for presentationof application funcfions to users. Theapplication programs use Monitor ntflnsics to request servlces and
allow the systemadministratorto review and control application activities.
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Background Job Management
Backgroundiobs are scheduledfor executionaccording
to a list created by the system administrator via the Customizer. This list is read each day by the system initialization processto determine the iobs to be run for the current
duy.
The iobs are automatically executedat the time specified
in the list. If a iob fails, predefinedrecoveryproceduresare
the systemadexecuted.When interventionis necessary,
ministrator may modify the execution sequenceof
backgroundjobs via the processingschedulemaintenance
process.
Fig. 9 depicts the Monitor's managementof background
iobs.

Fig.9. Background Job Management. The Job Scheduler
Process (JSP) reads the Background Job Schedule to deter'
minewhich iobs shouldbe schedutedfor exebutionat the
current time. All iobs that have run times on or before the
current time witt be scheduledfor execution. The Background
Job Processor(BJP) executesa iob by processlng that iob's
command fite. t)p to three BJP' may run concurrently,allow'
ing concurrentexecutionof up to three background iobs' Each
job may have recovery procedures and checkpointsdefined'
lf a job fails, the rccovery procedures are automaticallyexecutedand theiob is restartedat the appropriate checkpoint or
sfep.

Interactive Application Process Management
Application processesare launched according to values
initialized in the application control table' When the MCP
initiates an application program it sends the program its
process information block entry number. This entry
number corresponds to a physical process information
block in the application control table.By using this number
in Monitor-supplied intrinsics, the application may perform the following functions:
r Obtain information regardingwhich interactiveterminal

Conclusion
The Application Monitor is a major step in HP's longterm commitment to increasethe easeof use of application
systems.The automation of an application system greatly
reduces the time the system administrator must spend
supervising operationsand training operators,This allows
more time for management of external functions in the
environment where the applications are used'
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r Start and communicate with a concurrent process to
facilitate simultaneous processing of data
r Send a message to and start a successive process, suspending execution ofthe application until the successive
process completes
r Log transaction response time for review by the system
administrator.
Once the application system is in operation, interactive
applications are automatically launched according to the
schedule defined by the system administrator via the Customizer. If the schedule defined for application initiation is
accurate, no user interaction is necessary to gain access to
application program functions. The appropriate application will be presented to the appropriate set of users at the
appropriate time.
If special needs arise, the system administrator may modify interactive application activity through the system administrator interface.
Fig. B depicts the MCP's management of interactive applications.
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PrecisionDVM Has Wide Dynamic
Rangeand High SystemsSpeed
Thisdigitalvoltmetermakesprecisionlaboratory
measurements
with 1))-nanovoltdc resolutionand
two-ppmlinearity.Vailadeintegrationtimeallowsfour-digit
measuremenfs
af 300 readingsper second.
by LawrenceT. Jones,JamesJ. Ressmeyer,and CharlesA. Clark
HE MODEL 34564 DIGITAL VOLTMETER(Fig. 1)
is designedto handle most bench and systemvoltage and resistancemeasurementproblems. For the
bench user, a calculator-style keypad, nine math functions
(including conversion of thermistor resistance to "C or 'F)
and reading storage facilitate many measurements formerly
done with much effort, if at all. For systems use, the
standard 34564 is compatible with the HP-IB.* Variable
speed and resolution allow the user to tailor the voltmeter
to the job at hand. Reading storage and program memory
allow an HP-IB controller to perform other tasks while the
voltmeter is running without the need for time-consuming
communications between them.
Most of the versatility and improved speed of the 3456,\
comes from its integrating analog-to-digital (A-to-D) converter using the Multi-Slope II technique developed for this
product. It can run in five different modes, hading off speed
*Hewlett-Packard's
implementatlon
of IEEEStandarcl4BB(1978).

against resolution and precision. This tradeoff is made by
the user specifying how long the input is to be integrated.
The unit of time for this specification is one power line
cycle (16.67milliseconds for 60-Hz operation)and the integrationtimes availableare 100,10, 1, 0.1 and 0.01power
line cycles.The performanceparametersaffectedby changing the integration time are reading rate, line frequency
rejection, accuracy,number of digits converted, and voltmeter electrical noise (seeFig. 2 and Fig. 3), Power line
noise is rejected by integrating for a period equal to an
integral number of power line cycles.
For the six-digit resolution of the A-to-D converterto be
truly useful, it needsto be coupled with good linearity (-r2
ppm). Fig. 4 shows the linearity of a typical unit. This level
of performancemakesthe 3456,\ an extremelyuseful tool in
a standardslaboratory environment.
The 3456A Digital Voltmeter measuresdc volts on five
ranges with 100-nV resolution on the lowest range and

Fig. 1. Ihe HP Model 3456ADigital Voltmeter is a 31/*to-61/zdigit,
fully-guarded integrating voltmeter with flexibilityand precision,
designedfor both bench andsystem measurement applications.
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Fig.2. The34564usercan selectmeasurement
of readingrate,noise
timeto obtaintheoptimumcombination
digitsfora
rejection
, accuracy, internalnoise,anddisplayable
particularapplication.Therelationshipof integrationtime to
rs shownabove.
theseparameters
1000Vfull scaleon the highest.The accuracyovera 24-hour
period at 10V is 10 ppm. For ac volts, the 3456A has a
true-rms converterthat measureson four rangesfrom 1.2V
full scaleto 700V full scale,all within 0.05% of midband
reading.Resistancecan be measuredusing either two-wire
or four-wire measurements.Both functions have eight
rangeswith 100-pOresolution on the lowest and 1 GO full
scaleon the highest.Basic accuracyon the 1-kO and 1O-kO
rangesis 24 ppm at full scale.All functions are selectable
from the front panel or from the I/O bus.
Using the SHIFTkey gives the operator five more functions. The RATIOREFterminals are used to measurea di
voltagefor use asthe denominatorfor three calculatedratio
functions.Theseratio functions first measurethe voltageon
ApnlLrggt
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the volts terminals (dc, ac, or ac + dc). Next, they measure
the dc voltageon the RATIOREFterminals and do a software
division to arrive at the answer. Ratio referencemeasurement autorangesbetween the 0'1V, 1V and 10V ranges.
The last two functions are activatedby shifting the ohms
functions. Thesenew voltmeter functions are called offsetcompensatedohms. Resistancemeasurements,both twoand four-wire, can be made with these functions in the
presenceof offset voltages,such as thermal voltages.The
voltmeter automatically takes the error voltages into account and displays the correct resistancevalue. The offsetcompensatedohms functions have four ranges: 1000 to
100 kO full scale.
The AUTOZEROkey togglesthe digital automaticzeroing
function of the 3456,\ on and off. In stableenvironmentsthe
reading rate can be increasedby a factor of almost two if
AUTOZEROis turned off.
The FILTERkey tums the active input filter on and off in
dc voltagemeasurements.The filter has three poles aI5Hz,
giving 60 dB ofrejectionat 50 Hz. This key can alsobe used
in ac volts measurementsto extend the low-end frequency
from 400 Hz down to 20 Hz. In ac measurements,the FILTER
key turns on the input filter to filter the output of the ac
converter, and turns on a lower-frequencyfilter in the ac
converter itself. A delay for filter settling is automatically
added between readings when the filter is on.
The TESTkey puts the 3456A into a mode that cyclesthe
instrument through a number of internal tests.If any of the
tests fails, the failed test number is displayed. Any individual test can be run and the readingsobservedby storing
the appropriate test number in the count registerwhile in
the test mode. The tests exerciseall circuits in the 3456,\
including thevarious crossguardcircuits, A-to-D converter,
input amplifier, input switching, input filter, ohms measurement function and the ac converter.
The systemsuser is given a new feature with the front
panel SRQkey. This key activatesthe servicerequestfunction on the HP-IB. When supported by softwarein the system controller, this new channel of communication can
initiate complex measurementtasks in any sequence.For
example,in a production test application a technician may
have five distinct test sequences.Using the SRQkey and a
numerical entry, the technician can tell the controller
which sequenceto run. This featurelets a controller handle
a number of 3456A test stations from a central location.

500 nV

(256 readings with the input shorted)

Fig. 3. A typical 34564 DVM exhibits excellent noise pertormance with a se/ected integration time of 100 power line
cycles (sampling every three seconds/.

Integration
-10

-8

-6

-4

Determinationot Reading

-2

plot for the 10Vrange.
Fig.4. Typicallinearity
The numeric keypad controls registersused in the math
functions (seebox below) and in voltmeter control. Voltmeter control registers are N (number of readings per
trigger), G (number of digits displayed),D fdelay from trigger to sample start), and I (number of power line cycles
integrated over). Each of these registerscan be set by the
user accordingto the user'sneeds.
Multi-Slopell
To maintain the linearity and low-noise advantagesof
integration while decreasingthe time needed to do a measurement, an improved A-to-D conversion technique
fMulti-SlopeII) was developedfor the HP Model 3456A
Digital Voltmeter.It was also highly desirablethat the cost

3456A Math Functions
I/NULL: The first reading Vt is subtractedfrom each successive readingVn and the differenceVn-V1 is displayedfor each
reaorng.
2/STAT:The statisticsfunctionaccumulatesthe numberof readingstaken,the maximumand minimumreadings,and the mean
Thevoltmeter
registers.
and varianceof the readingsin recallable
displayseach readingnormallywhilethis functionis running.
The user enters the upper and lower limits.Any
3/PASS/FAIL:
readingoutsideof theselimitswill displayHl or LO and pullthe
s e r v i c er e q u e s tl i n e . R e a d i n g si n s i d et h e l i m i t sw i l l b e d i s playednormally,
4/dBm(R):The user entersthe resistanceR. All readingsare then
displayedas powerdissipatedin the resistorin unitsof dB referenced to one milliwatt.
linearrzation
in degreesFarenheit.
Withthe
5/THMS'F:Thermistor
(HPpartnumber0837-0164
or
voltmeterin ohmsand a thermistor
the readingis displayedin 'F.
equivalent),
6/THMS'c:Samefunctionas THMS'Fbut readingis displayedin
degreesCelsius('C).
functionallowsthe userto makeboth
7l(x-4tyt Thislinearization
a zero correctionand a slopeor gain correction1iY.
8hoo(x-Y)/Y: Percentdeviationof the readingX from the stored
valueY.
9/zolos r</Y:The readingX is displayedin dB with respectto the
stored referenceY.

(b)

Rundowncountsareconverted
to tinal reading
Fig. 5. fhe basic dual-slopeA1o-D technique (a) haslimitedconversionspeed because the final reading is not known until
the ramp crosses zero during rundown. ln the 3455A DVM
multislope A-to-Dtechnique (b), two rundown slopesare used
to reduce the time required to determinethe final reading. The
initial steep rundown s/ope reduces conversion time and is
switched to a more gradual slope iustprior to the zero crossing
to provide a more accurate reading using a conventionalspeed zero comparator.

of this circuit be kept relatively low.
In addressing this problem, two principles were developed:
r Do as much processing of the answer as possible during
the measurement time.
1 Microprocessors can add and subtract much faster than
they can multiply. Therefore, potential gain errors
should be converted into offset errors that can be subtracted out.
To understand the 3456A's A-to-D technique, consider the traditional dual-slope technique IFig. 5) used in
several of HP's earlier DVMs. In this technique the unknown voltage causes the integrator to ramp for a fixed
time (t.r,ruo).Then a known voltage is applied to the integrator until the output crossesthrough zero. The time required for this crossover (t.urdo-J is proportional to the
unknown voltage and can be measured by a digital timing
c i r c u i t ( s e eF i g . 5 a ) .
This basic approach was refined during the evolution of
HP system voltmeters. The A-to-D conversion technique
used by the 34554 Digital Voltmeterl reduces rundown
time by first discharging the integrator at a fast rate and
then switching to a slower rate until zero crossover (Fig. 5b).

A p R r L1 9 8 1H E W L E T T - p A c K A R
J oDU R N A L2 5

-1,2

ms maximum

Fig.6. Ihe Multi-Slopell A-to-Dtechniqueused in the 3456A
DVM uses four slopes during the rundown period to deterdigits of the
mine, in succession,the four least-significant
final reading.
The 3456A DVM takes this improvement one step further.
Initially, a steep slope S4 is applied until a zero crossing is
detected. Next, a slope S3, one-tenth the magnitude of S+
and of opposite polarity, is applied until the integrator
crosses back through zero. This process is repeated two
more times, reducing the slope magnitude by 90/' and
changing polarity each time, until the final slope S1 passes
through zero. Fig. 6 shows a typical rundown sequence.
The multiple crossings at first may seem strange. The
important point is to return the integrator to the same state
at the end of the measurement as it was at the beginning
[i.e., zero volts). The fact that 54 overshoots zero is acPeriodl+
Voltage Alone
Inputramp
for a large
input voltage

Input Voltage +
Reference Voltage

=--*

Inpul
for a
input voltage

10 counts 1 0 c o u n t

10 counts

'(Numberof powerline cyclesselectedby user)
Fig.7. During the integration time used in the Multi-Slopell
method the reference voltageramp is applied periodically at a
fixed rate independent of the unknowninput voltagelevel. The
polarity of the reference ramp during each period is dependent on the value of the sum of the previous ramp and the input
voltage just before the previous ramp was turned off. This
approach reduces the voltage level at the end of the integration time, thus reducing the demand on the integrator
capacitor for low dielectric absorption. The number of positive
reference ramps used during the integration time minus the
number of negative ramps determinesthe most-significant
digits of the reading.
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counted for in slope 53. Since each successive slope is
exactly one decade smaller than the one preceding it, the
microprocessor can accumulate the answer as each slope is
applied. Each digit of the answer is stored in a register and
each slope corresponds to a digit (S1 corresponds to the
least-significant digit (LSD), S2 to the next highest digit,
and so on). The time that each slope was on is accumulated
in its register while the next slope is being counted. By the
time slope S1 is crossing zero the higher-order digits have
been determined.
The idea of accumulating the answer during the measurement can be extended to the runup portion as well. By
periodically applying a reference slope during runup (Fig.
7) the most-significant digits can be converted during the
time the integrator is being charged. Increased dynamic
range without sacrificing noise performance is another
benefit. Fig. 7 shows the integrator output waveforms for
two different voltage input levels to the 34564 A-to-D
converter. During runup the reference slope is turned on
periodically. The reference slope polarity used during each
of the periods depends on the state of the comparator iust
before the previous slope was turned off. Subtracting the
number of times that one reference slope polarity is on from
the number of times that the other is on determines the
most-significant digits of the answer.
Increasing the length of runup allows more digits to be
converted at the cost of decreasing conversion speed. The
3456,{ uses four integration times to obtain various speed/
resolution combinations. In its fastest mode the integration
time is 167 microseconds (0.01 power line cycles (PLC)).In
this mode the reference is never turned on during runup,
allowing all four digits to be converted during rundown.
The five-digit mode integrates for 1.67 milliseconds (0.1
PLC) so that the most-significant digit (MSD) is converted
during runup with the four LSDs converted during rundown. The longest integration time is 10 PLC. While only
six digits are displayed, seven digits are actually converted
with the LSD used as a guard digit to give a very accurate
six-digit measurement. Digitally averaging ten of these
1O-PLCmeasurements (equivalent to 100 PLC) allows verylow-level signals to be measured with less noise.
Much effort was spent in the development of the 34564
A-to-D converter to identify and eliminate major errors.
A-to-D errors can be grouped in two classes. One is offset
errors, that is, the A-to-D does not read zero when the input
is zero volts. The second is gain errors, that is, a 1O-voii
input does not give a 1O-volt output.
Offset errors are corrected by taking two measurements.
The unknown voltage is measured and then followed by
another measurement with the input shorted. Subtracting
the second measurement from the first eliminates offset
errors. For maximum speed the offset of the voltmeter can
be measured only once and stored in a register. At the
beginning of a reading the complement of this value is
stored in the answer accumulator registers. As the measurement of the unknown voltage proceeds, each digit is
added to its appropriate register. When the measurement
cycle is complete the answer accumulator contains the
measurement with the offset error voltage subtracted out.
Small variations in the switching time of the reference
voltage can cause errors in the final answer. In the A-to-D

+12V

o
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-12V Relerence

converter of the 3455A DVM the number of times that the
reference is turned on depends on the magnitude of the
input voltage. This is a potential gain error. In the 3455A
such gain errors are handled by measuring a known 10
volts, calculating the error, and multiplying subsequent
measurements by a correction factor, It was felt that
this procedure takes too long to be used in the 3456,\.
Every attempt was made to convert any potential gain errors
into offsets.
The Multi-Slope II technique holds the number of reference voltage switch transitions constant regardless of the
magnitude of the input. Timing errors are therefore the
same for all inputs and can be subtracted out.
The automatic zeroing scheme of the 3456,4'uses a single
reference to achieve both positive and negative-going
ramps. A schematic of the integrator is shown in Fig. B.
When switches 51, Sz, Ss, Ss* and Sa- are switched to
ground the current I from the + 1 2V supply goes through the
summing node into the integrating capacitor C (the summing node is at virtual ground). This generates a negative
ramp at the integrator output.
If both Sa* and Sn-are switched to the -12V reference,
twice the current (2I) supplied by the + 12V supply alone is
drawn through the parallel paths ofRa* and Ra-. The extra
current must be drawn from the integrating capacitor to the
summing node, which causes a positive ramp to be generated at the output of the integrator.
Between measurements an automatic zeroing operation is performed. Sa* and 52 are switched to the -tZV
reference and S1, S3and Sa are connected to ground. Because the parallel combination of resistors R2 and Ra* is
approximately equal to resistor R, any difference A between the +12V and the -12V referenceswill appear at the
summing node as A/z when switch S, is closed. This error
Ierm A,l2 is stored on the autozero capacitor C" when S, is
opened. During ramp generation, S, is open and the positive terminal of the operational amplifier is at A/2, which
corrects for the A error in the positive supply. The +12V
supply needs only to have good short-term stability since
the +12V error is converted to an offset and subtracted out.
Another potential source of error is hysteresis in the zero
comparator. To combat this problem the rundown slopes
are arranged so that the final zero crossing always occurs in
the same direction. To discharge integrator voltages of both

Fig. 8. A highly simplified
schematic of the integrator and
surrounding circuitry. Two autozero systems are used - a digital
method using a separate measurement cycle to determine the
off set error and an analog
technique where the autozero
capacitor C, ls used to store any
offsetsproducedatthe inputtothe
integrator.

polarities, two 54 slopes of the same magnitude, but different polarities, are used. The length of time that each 54
polarity is on depends on the magnitude and polarity of the
voltage to be discharged (Fig. 9). Note that both positive and
negative-polarity slopes are only needed for the mostsignificant slope 54. These ramps are generated by closing
the appropriately identified switches in Fig. B. The
negative-going slope 52 is obtained by connecting switch
52 to ground because it was connected to -12V during the
automatic zeroing cycle.
To minimize cost, one of the design goals was to devise an
algorithm requiring a minimum of precision parts. The
-12V reference, the set of tantalum-nitride resistors that
produces the slopes, and a low-noise FET input for the integrator are the only precision components required. The critical slope switches are a digital CMOS inverter pack connected as shown in Fig. 10. Only one adjustment to the -12V
reference is needed to calibrate the A-to-D converter.
What's Inside
Fig. 11 shows a block diagram of the paths taken by
various signals. The input switching block has two basic
functions. One is to complete the signal paths for a given
voltmeter configuration. The second is to multiplex the

Fig. 9. Swrtchtransitionsand directronol the zero crosslngs
are kept consistentby the use of an extra54 s/opeof opposite
polarity. Ihis s/ope (dashed line) ensures that the zero crossing for slope 53 occurs always from the same direction.
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Table I
RangeSwitch StateTable
(0:OFF, 1:ON, seeFig. 12)
Range 51 32 53 54 55 56 57 SB Ss S10
1v7700010010
10v00L7100010
100v001001LL00
1000v0010010101

Vs5 (-12 VoltReterence)
Fig. 10. The slope swtches shownin Fig. B are CMOS
inverters.
measuringterminals for the measurementcycle. For each
signal condition, a correctly scaled, low-ripple voltage is
presentedto the A-to-D converter. For dc volts the signal
conditioner is the dc input amplifier, and for dc signals
that have large ac components, the low-pass filter is
addedto attenuatethem. For ac volts the scaleddc voltageis
supplied by the ac converter.For frequenciesbelow 4OOHz
the low-passfilter is also connected.The gain in the input
amplifier is set at one. For resistancemeasurements,correctly scaledcunent is passedthrough the unknown resistor. The dc input amplifier is setat a gain of 100for the 100O
range,a gain of 10 for the 1-kOand 1O-kOranges,and a gain
of 2 for the remaining resistanceranges.The current source
used in the 3456A is referencedto the voltmeter'sLOterminal. This eliminates the separatefloating power supplies
that would be required if the current sourcewere floating.
When lead impedanceis a concern,the 34564 can be used

in a four-wire mode. In this mode the current is passed
through the unknown resistor via the Hl and LO terminals
and the voltage drop is sensedvia the Hl and LO O sense
terminals, which float with respect to the voltmeter LO
terminal and thereforethe current source.Theseterminals
are also used for the ratio referencewhen the 34564 measures voltage ratios.
Autocalibration schemes are often used to correct for
internal errors in voltmeters. These errors or autocalibration constants are measured between readings. The sequence is measure unknown, measureconstant, measure
unknown, measure constant and so on. In the HP Model
3455A Digital Voltmeterl there are 13 autocalibrationconstantsthat arestoredin instrument memorv. This takestime
Input

1000V Range

1 0 0 VR a n g e

lol lo

1v Ranse

+V

Front Panel
Calibration

-v
Fig. 12. Simplified schematic of the resistiveac attenuator.
Virtual-groundswitching atthe amplifier inputsprovides good
range isolationand eliminatesthe need for a gate bias.TableI
above indicatesthe swlfch c/osuresrequired for each range.

and puts some rigorous requirements on the input switching. For instance, 1000Vdc must be isolated while measuring the accuracy of the high-voltage attenuator.
In the 3456A, gain errors due to the instrument reference
and dc input amplifier are adjusted out by the front-panel
calibration procedure. The error left is the offset of the dc
input amplifier. This is removed by an automatic zeroing
scheme. With AUTO ZERO on, each measurement really
consists of two measurements. The first measurement is the
unknown voltage plus the dc input amplifier offset (voltmeter Hl). The second measurement is the dc input
amplifier offset (voltmeter LO). These two measurements
are subtracted, leaving only the unknown voltage as the
answer. With AUTO ZERO off, instrument LO is measured
and stored by the inguard controller. The measurement
cycle then consists only of measuring the Hl terminal voltage and subtracting the stored value. Note that for any
instrument reconfiguration the offset must be updated and
this is done automatically. With automatic zeroing the
input switching becomes much simpler and more reliable.
For instance, only five relays are required for voltage and/or
function block isolation, compared with as many as thirteen
for the 3455A instrument using AUTO CAL.
ac Resistive Attenuator
A resistive attenuator, Fig. 12, is used in the 3456,t ac
converter. Using fineline thin-film resistors, high-gain
negative feedback and virtual-ground switching at the
input to the operational amplifiers, the attenuator has a
-3-dB point at 1 MHz and range isolation greater than BB
dB at 100 kHz. Besides low cost, the big advantage of the
attenuator is that it has only one adjustment. This adjustment is available at the front panel; it corrects for the attenuator offset.
Two types of adjustments generally needed in ac attenuators are those for low-frequency gain and highfrequency flatness. If the thin-film resistors are trimmed
properly, the scaled output of each range at low frequencies
can be made to agree within -f0.01%. Other components
affect full-scale accuracy. However, they drift with time at a
rate at least ten times greater than the resistor ratio, so there
is no need to provide periodic correction of this ratio. To
obtain range-to-range tracking with frequency, high-gain
negative feedback is used. Each range has the same loop
gain characteristics. Therefore, when the loops are closed
their frequency responses are equal.
Because of the number of switches used to achieve range
selection, there is a capacitance of 27 to 33 pF at the summing junction of amplifier ,t1 in Fig. 12. To get and maintain good frequency response with the impedance levels
used, amplifier 't1 has only one pole below 5 MHz and has
switchable gain-bandwidth. For instance, when used in
the 1V range, a minimum gain-bandwidth product of
100 MHz is required.
Since the attenuator is uncompensated (resistive-only),
the resistor ratios must hold not only at dc and low frequencies, but at high frequencies also. To insure this, the capacitance across the one-megohm input resistor must be kept as
low as possible. To get a one-megohm resistor with flatenough frequency characteristics,a three-wire technique is
employed. A third wire is held at ground potential and
brought into close proximity to the input and output termi-

nals of the 1-MO resistor. This shunts some of the capacitance to ground that would otherwise shunt the resistor.
With this technique the transfer capacitance is 0.15 pF,
ten times better than that for two-wire techniques. This
resistor also has the capability of handling high-voltage
pulses up to 3 kV without damage. See Fig. 13 for a photograph of the fineline thin-film resistor chip used in the
3456A's ac converter.
Wide Dynamic Ohms Measurement
Using the input switching and arithmetic capability of
the outguard processor, the ohms function achieves a wide
dynamic range. The measurement of low resistance values
can be enhanced by using the offset-compensated ohms
function. This function takes two separate samples of the
unknown. The first sample is taken with the current source
turned on and the second is taken with the current source
turned off. The second sample measures the voltage on the
unknown not caused by the current source. This voltage
adds to the voltage generated by the current source and
causes an enor. This error voltage is subtracted from the
first sample to give the true voltage caused by the current
source in the resistor.
The importance of this function is demonstrated when
the magnitudes of some signal and error voltages a-recompared. One type of error voltage is generated thermally by
dissimilar metals in the measurement circuit. A metal film
resistor can generate voltages on the order of many microvolts where the resistive metal film contacts its own
copper leads. On the 100f1range the current source puts out
1 mA. The resolution in the six-digit mode is 100 6rOwhich

Fig. 13. Magnifiedview of the finelinereslslorchip (8210C)
used in the ac converter.The 1-MA input resrsloris in the
upper left corner. Note the contact pads rounded for high
voltage and larger than usual area for heat dissipation.The
third wire mentioned in the text for reducing transfer capacitance is located on the pnnted ctrcuit board on which this
S-mm-souarechiD is mounted.
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Voltmeter Stores Measurement
Instructions and Data
has an internalmemory
The HP Model34564 DigitalVoltmeter
(RAM)thatcan be usedto storethe resultsof measurements
and
for takingthe measurements.
This capabilityalthe instructions
program
lowsan HP-lBcontroller
to inputa shortdata-gathering
on the
to the34564andthenbe ableto addressotherinstruments
bus whilethe 34564 takes and storesreadings.A typicalset of
stringsoutputon the HP-lBto the3456Aby a
ASCIIalphanumeric
controlleris given below (the spaces are optionaland included
hereto separateindividualcommandsfor discussion):
"L1 F2 Z0 lSTl D0 P1 30STN 0.05STDRSl T3"
"F1 1oSTNoSTD T3"
"F3 R4 20STN 0.01STlT3 BS0 P0 Q"
This programcan be executedat any time by sendingthe alphanumeric
string"HX1" on the HP-lBto the 34564.Thefirstline
indicatesthe beginningof the programand tellsthe voltmeterto
take30 ac-voltmeasurementsand storethem in packedformatin
the internalmemory.The second linetellsthe 34564 to take and
store 10 low-leveldc-volt readingswith normal-moderelection
(NMR),Thelastlinetakes20 thermistor
resistance
measurements
at300readingspersecondandindicatestheendoftheprogram.
Mostof the commandsare relatedto the locationof the appropriatekeyon thef rontpanelof the34564.Forexample,dc voltsis
F2,F3,
the firstfunctionkey,henceF1 is the command.Similarly

correspondsto measuring 100 nV acrossthe unknown resistor. Thus, thermally-generatederror voltages can cause
Iargeerrorson the more sensitiveresistanceranges.By using
the offset-compensatedohms function these errors are removed so that low resistancecan be measuredaccurately.
On the other end of the dynamic range, high-resistance
measurementshave been expanded through use of a
technique.The 100-MO and the r-GO
calculated-resistance

F4,and F5indicatethe second,third,fourthand fifthfunctionkeys
corresponding
to ac volts,ac-plus-dcvolts,two-wirekilohmsand
four-wirekilohms,respectively,
Code definitionsfor othercommands in the above programare:
L1 - Marksthe beginningof a sequenceto be storedin program
memory.
Z0 - TurnsAUTozERo off.
lSTl - Selectsone power-line-cycle
integration
time.
D0 - Turnsthe displayoff.
P1 - Turnsthe packeddata mode on.
30STN- Thirtyreadingsto be takenper trigger.
0.05STD- Store50-msdelay betweenmeasurement
cycles.
RSl - Turnsreadingsstoredon.
T3 - Triggersthe numberof readingspreviouslyprogrammed.
OSTD- Removesdelay betweenreadings.
R4 - Selectsthe 10-kOrange.
RSo - Stop storingdata.
P0 - Packed mode off.
Q - Marksthe end of the programto be storedin the internal
RAM.
H - SoftwareFESET(autorangingon, dc-voltsfunction,ten
power-line-cycles
integration
time,AuTo ZEROon).
X1 - Executesprogramstoredin the internalRAM.

ranges use the same signal current as the 10-M0 range. The
unknown resistor is paralleled with a known 1O-MO resistor
in the input switching. Hence, the resistance measured is the
parallel combination of the unknown resistor R* and 10 MO.
The value of the unknown can then be computed from the
formula:
Rmx loMO
R _
-'x
10 Mf) _ Rm

Fig. 14. All functionsand ranges
of the 34564 DVM can be completely calibrated from the front
panel of the instrumentby removing thecoverat therightas shown.
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where R- is the measured parallel resistance.
System Planning for High Speed
Numerous features have been designed into the 3456A
specifically for systems use. Included in these is a
voltmeter-complete output. This rear-panel digital output
switches from a low to a high logic level (from 0 to 5V) when
the voltmeter is finished measuring the input signal. The
voltmeter-complete signal can be used in conjunction with
external triggering and a channel-closed signal from a
scanner to make a high-speed scanning loop that is independent of the controller. AIso useful in this type of application are a programmable delay between readings and a
programmable number of readings per trigger.
HP-IB is standard in the 3456A. All functions available
from the front panel are also available under remote control.
Some systems features that would not be useful to the bench
user are accessible only under remote control. A DISPLAY
OFF command allows a faster reading rate because the processor does not have to format the data for the display. A
packed mode output speeds up the system reading rate
because only four bytes of packed information are sent out,
compared to 14 bytes in the unpacked mode.
An internal RAM is available to the systems user to be
used for reading storage and/or program memory. Although
reading storage can also be accessed from the front panel,
program memory is a remote operation only. When there is
no program in memory, 350 readings can be stored. Using
program memory, any sequence of functions, including
reading storage, can be performed without intervention by
the controller. This allows readings to be taken and stored
in different configurations when the controller is busy
doing other tasks. An example of how program memory is
used is shown in the box on the left.
Maintenance and Calibration
Extra design effort was expended on the 34564 to
simplify maintenance and calibration both electrically and
mechanically. Calibration of the complete voltmeter can be
accomplished b5rremoving the front-panel calibration plate
(see Fig. 14), connecting the correct standards, and adjusting the front-panel settings. There are 14 adjustments: five
for dc volts, four for ac volts and five for ohms.
All printed circuit boards containing active circuitry,
except the ac board, are readily accessibleby removing four
screws. To accessthe ac board, the four screws holdins its
shield on must also be removed.
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HP Model

'Piler

0.1199999V
1199999V
l1.S99V
1199999V
1000.000v

1 0 0n v
1!V
10!V
1 0 0! V
1 mV

RANGE/MEASUBEMENT
ACCUBACY/TEMPEFATUBE
COEFF CIENT PEF rc (i(%
ot feading + numbr ol 6unrs)): AUTo zERo on, FILTEBoll. 24 hours,23r -1€.
0 1V
1.0v
10.0v
100.ov
1 0 0 00 v
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0m09+
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4
2
3
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oooo2 +
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0.2
o.o2
o.2
o.2

FILTEF ON: Reldon 6 +& dB ar 50 Hz. &d 2 rV lor O.1V.1.0V,and 10V rangesand
200 pv lor 10oVand 10@v rang€s
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0 . 1 V ,1 . 0 V A
, N D 1 0 VR A N G E S T
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ac NMR: 0 dB (0 01 oro I PLC).60 dB (:=1 PLC) 120 dB (>1 PLC wdh n[ea
ac CMB: 90 dB (0.01 of 0 1 PLC). 150 dB ( :1 PLC) 160 dA (>l PLC wilh i le4

ac rms Voltage
INPUT CHAFACTEFEnCS 6t-dig[ mode, 10 PLC rnlegralonlime)]
FANGE/MAXIMUMFEADING/FESOLUTION:
1.0v
10.0v
100.0v
r000.0v

Digital

Voltmeter

TEMPEFATUFECOEFFICIENT(1(7o ol readire + nunbr ol couds) (0.m + SIC
ior dc @mponent- 10% ol ac componenl qheBise use (0.008 + 12o)/rc.
DC COMPONENI '1@. OF AC COMPONENT:tud (0.05%ol readi4 + 5@counrs)ro
accuracy Fo. sqnars wilh no ac @mponenl,use lhe l-kHz ac specii@lio..
CFEST FACTOF: :7:1 al rull s€le.
COttON MOOEFAECTION (1 kl! o.&lance in LO): :-90 dB, dc ro & Hz
INPUT IMPEDANCE:1 MO 10 5"t shuntd by <S0 pF

dc Voltage
INPUT criaRAcTEFtsTtcs (6y,iig[ mde, 1QpLc'inlegraron time):
FANGE/MAXIMUMFEADING/BESOLUTION
0.1V
1.0V
10.0V
100.0v
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line cycles

34564

1.r99999V
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700.000v

Reslslance
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<$0 nA'
lm M!)
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I G(!
l0@ 000 Mtl
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I kll
'Ohms sourceis a 500-nAcurenl $urce In paralleleth a 10-Mt! fesisror.
FANGgMEASUREMENTACCUBACY/TEMPEFATUFE
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Reading Rale
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Math Funcllons
GENEfiAL: Math lunctio. specti€iionsdonol nclud€ edol in X (nsrunent readrnq)oJIn
enteredvalues (8, L, U, Y. Z) Bange ol valuesinpul or output is 0 @00@ x 10' to
18999S t 10r Oul oi range values sed OL to the dispiay and +199SSg i
FUNCTIONSAVAILAELE (loriunhorde$nplion see bxon page25): Passiail, slatistcs,
nu[. d8dR). lhedislor ("F),thermislor{t), s.are, 7oercr and dB.
General
fAXlMUil INPUT VOLTAGE(ail dc and ac.anges). J10@V peak (700vhs), 100VHz.
GUAFO TO CHASSIS:1500v peak.
GUAFD TO LO: i2O0V Fak.
METORY SIZE: Tolal si2e = 1@ bfles kmory usd is o.e byte per ASCII charadei
plls lo!. byles per readingslored
VOLilf,EF
COMFOL FUICTIONS: Numbr ol digits displayed(3 to 6), nlmbr ot
readrngsFr r99er, delay time btween neasu€menrs 10 to 999.s9 s in 1-ms rrcremenls),and measuremontntegraron lme (0 1 to 1@ Fwer I ne qcles)
OPERATINGTESPEFATURE FANGE: 0 to 50rc.
WAnilUP TlflE: One hourlo reet ali speciications.
aUMDFY RANGE: 95% relaliv€humidity,0 lo 40"C
STOFAGEEIPEFATUFEFANGE: a0lo75C
rcWEF:48io66-H2lineoperaton,60VA, 100/14/2@Vac | 5.h 1@"ot2oVac rleA.
sEE (HwD): s6.9 r 425.5 r 527 1 mn.
WEIGNT:Nel 10 49 kg, shipping13.S kg
PFICE lN U.S,A.: Model 3456A OigilalVolherer $35@ 00
IilUFACTFlNG
OIVISION:LOVEUND INSTFUMENI OTVISION
815 FoudeenrhSt*I, s.w
bveland. Colorado80537 U S.A.
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